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Recent National Highway Bill Compromise Spells Good News for Roadway
Travelers, Notes Van Rental Center

Commenting on the recent article, the Los Angeles based van rental agency explains that road
trippers and business travelers alike should be glad that, at least for the near future, a plan is
in place to support nationwide highway infrastructure.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) December 10, 2015 -- According to an article published December 1st by The
Wall Street Journal, politicians in Washington seem to have come to a compromise in the long debated highway
bill, which secures funding for federal projects through 2019. Like most bills born out of large, bi-partisan
compromises, its different elements will likely receive a mixed response from most political observers. Yet,
according to Los Angeles area rental agency, Van Rental Center, the fact that the nation has a plan for national
highway funding over the next 5 years is very reassuring for those who have an interest in traveling the open
road. Van Rental Center explains that, amongst their clients who rent their passenger and cargo vans, there are
several types of people who greatly benefit from being able to get from Point A to Point B on a reliable
highway system:

• Road-Trippers – Van Rental Center explains that many of their most satisfied customers are those who rent
the agency’s passenger vans in order to take a family road-trip to many nearby travel destinations. They explain
that many families, large and small, do not have a vehicle that can fit every member of the extended family
along with the bags that they need on the trip. They explain that it is not uncommon for groups with a large
amount of gear to rent a van with a larger passenger capacity than they need, simply so they have the extra
storage space. Hopefully, Van Rental Center notes, all of this extra gear will make smoothly along freshly-
paved, properly funded highways.

• Business Travelers – Van Rental Center notes that, apart from tourists, business travelers also make up a large
percentage of their renters. They explain that many businesses utilize vans to transport both employees and
clients around the Los Angeles area. Renting a van means businesses do not have to rely on taxis, ride-sharing
services, or public transit to get their employees where they need to be in a timely manner. Yet, Van Rental
Center notes that it is still important that roadways stay open and pothole-free so that no unexpected variables
increase anyone’s transportation time. And, while Van Rental Center admits that there is nothing they
themselves can do about road conditions, they do everything they can to ensure that their vehicles are in top
mechanical shape.

Van Rental Center provides their renters with vans ranging in capacity from 8 to 15 passengers, so that groups
of all sizes can meet their transportation needs. For more information about the selection and rates available
from Van Rental Center, call the agency today at 310-568-8230 or visit them online at
www.VanRentalCenter.com.
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